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Figure 1: Tivan life cycle – circularity is integral to sustainability
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Tivan: High impact decisions, 
high velocity execution
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Tivan: Disruptive change creates local and global opportunity

Figure 2: Change in the new era
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Tivan: Corporate scoreboard

Figure 3: The new era is a comprehensive program of corporate renewal. The heatmap reflects an internal assessment by 
the Executive team at the conclusion of the Reset, Review, Renew period and six months later at end September
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Tivan: 1st Finding: Return to Darwin

Decision:
To relocate the Tivan Processing Facility to the 
Middle Arm Sustainability Development Precinct

Transaction:
Do Not Deal commitment from NT Government
Extended for 6 months in August

Financing Mechanism:
N/A

Impact:
• Project facilitation via subsidised common 

use infrastructure
• Access to large-scale renewable energy sources
• Access to large-scale water resources
• Security of tenure
• Streamline environmental approval
• Proximity to infrastructure
• Proximity to urbanised workforce
• Commercial synergies
• Enhance company profile
• Promote project financing

Figure 4: The Tivan Processing Facility is planned at Southern Lode, Wirraway Estate
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Tivan: 2nd Finding:
Acquisition of Speewah

Decision:
Secure the most strategically important vanadium 
resource in the world

Transaction:
Acquisition from King River Resources

Financing Mechanism:
Shares and cash

Impact:
• Largest drilled vanadium in titanomagnetite 

resource globally
• Very high vanadium concentrate grade
• Ultra long-life resource – strategic significance
• Low strip ratio (0.4)
• Proximity to the Port of Wyndham
• Proximity to Darwin
• Proximity to large-scale water and solar resources
• Enables economies of scale
• First Nations pathways and inclusion

Figure 5: Vanadium in titanomagnetite resources, peer comparison. Prepared in accordance with ASX 
Compliance Update,19 September 2018. Update No 08/18, Section 3. Link is available here. The full dataset with 
relevant sources and notes is included in Appendix 1.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ILFqCs504X1LV__8VEZ9YrpwBul7M9bB/view


Decision:
Explore for critical minerals in central Australia

Transaction:
Exploration Alliance with Earth AI

Financing Mechanism:
Cash and contingent cash

Impact:
• Maximise alignment with critical minerals 

secular thematic
• Embrace the digital transformation of exploration
• Deepen relationships with key stakeholders in 

central Australia
• Mitigate the deprioritisation of Mount Peake
• Highly prospective area
• Maximise success rates, minimise time spend
• Access NT government funding programs
• Trusted partner, with Territory experience
• Retain upside economics and decision 

making flexibility
Figure 6: Sandover Lithium Project tenements (yellow) in relation to the northern Arunta Pegmatite Province

Tivan: 3rd Finding: 
Exploration Alliance at Sandover
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Tivan: 4th Finding: 
Tivan+ technology pathway with CSIRO

Decision:
Develop hybridised Tivan+ technology pathway 
with CSIRO

Transaction:
Confidential

Financing Mechanism:
Confidential

Impact:
• Optimise vanadium titanomagnetite R&D 

within Australia
• Re-shore testwork and laboratory capacity
• Simplified flowsheet
• Opportunity to reduce CAPEX, OPEX
• Opportunity for intermediate Titanium sulphate 

feedstock product
• Enhanced project facilitation

Figure 7: The Tivan+ technology pathway aims to consolidate the above features relative to
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Tivan: Enhanced firmwide capability

As part of corporate renewal, Tivan has 
enhanced firmwide capabilities, including 
through the formation of a Technical Advisory 
Group and a strengthened Board of Directors.
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Figure 8: Tivan's technical and project facilitation capabilities



Tivan: Critical paths

Figure 9: Tivan's critical and secondary paths
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11Tivan: Speewah Project – FastTrack

Figure 10: Mining and beneficiation flowsheet for the Speewah Project

Tivan announced a FastTrack in its Half Year update in July, now referred to as ‘the Speewah Project’. This:

• Offers faster timeframes to project commercialisation and first revenue
• Takes advantage of Speewah’s superior characteristics including proximity to port, low strip ratio, high concentrate grade and large resource size
• Utilises a known technology pathway that has been implemented and operated at an industrial scale
• Achieves synergistic project facilitation steps that are required for a TIVAN+ project development, including mining and beneficiation



Tivan: Timelines

Figure 11: Tivan's timelines
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Tivan: Revenue model comparison – Tivan+ pathway

Figure 12: Speewah's revenue mix, independent of throughput, is significantly tilted toward Vanadium.

Supported by due diligence assessment of geological modelling, testwork and geological/engineering studies undertaken for Speewah by the previous project owner; and by an independent 
geological assessment of the Speewah Project prepared by SRK Consulting (Australasia) Pty Ltd for Tivan Limited
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Tivan: Value benefit of Pilot Plant

For novel mining technologies, a Pilot Plant 
contributes strongly to Net Present Value

The positive NPV of a Pilot Plant reflects:

• Avoidance of capital costs 
of a failed technology, less;

• Present value of the Pilot Plant, adjusted for;
• Deferment of incremental cash flow benefits 

and costs.

Optimising the scale of a Pilot Plant depends upon 
technological risk profile, Value of Information (VoI) 
and access to financing.

Source: Financial evaluation of mining innovation pilot projects and the value of information Link here

Figure 13: Value of a two year Pilot Program over a range of program costs and technical success probabilities.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301420720308795?ref=cra_js_challenge&fr=RR-1


Tivan: Environmental approval process – MASDP

Further information
https://middlearmprecinct.nt.gov.au/Sustainability
https://dipl.nt.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1103757/masdp-environmental-assessment-fact-sheet-april-2022.pdf

Figure 14: Approval timeline for MASDP
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https://middlearmprecinct.nt.gov.au/Sustainability
https://middlearmprecinct.nt.gov.au/Sustainability


Figure 15: Approval flowchart for Speewah.
Tivan commenced the environmental baseline program 
for Speewah in July.

Tivan: Environmental approval process – Speewah 16



Tivan: Pathway to decarbonisation

Figure 16: Shows a conceptual basis for the Tivan+ pathway

Tivan's Net Zero Pathway is under development, 
and an important priority for the Board.

• Construction
• Pre-solar deployment
• With solar deployment
• With baseline offset from 2035

Tivan is a 'carbon negative' proposition, when 
Scope 4 emissions are considered.

See further at:

Read here
Climate Disclosure Standards Board
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https://www.cdsb.net/blog/corporate-reporting/1005/scope-4-do-we-need-new-category-emissions-better-address-corporate


Tivan: Carbon abatement potential

Tivan has estimated the carbon abatement 
potential of Speewah assuming constant 
throughput for life of resource and switching of 
power generation from coal, oil and gas to 
renewables with VRFB as long-duration energy 
storage. For reference, Australia produced carbon 
emissions of 464 million tonnes in 2022.

Read here
DCCEEW
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Figure 17: 1) Carbon intensity of Electricity production taken as: 
1kg/kWh for, Coal, 0.8kg/kWh for Oil,  0.5kg/kWh for Gas and 
0.05kg/kWh for Renewables 2) Assuming an annual production of 
V2O5 at 25ktpa, which is equivalent to 167 MLpa of Vanadium 
Electrolyte. 3) No lifecycle degradation in VRFB ability to 
charge/discharge power has been considered

https://www.dcceew.gov.au/about/news/australias-greenhouse-gas-emissions-dec-2022-quarterly-update


Tivan: First Nations – Locations

Figure 18: Tivan is highly engaged with First 
Nations peak bodies and traditional owners groups 
across central and northern Australia.
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20Tivan: First Nations – Framework

Figure 19: Tivan is committed to developing innovative 
pathways that facilitate genuine inclusion and participation 
of Traditional Owners.



Tivan: Consolidated efforts

Tivan believes the consolidated efforts of 
government, research, industry and 
community are required for the critical 
minerals sector to reach its potential in 
Australia.

Read here
Making the most of Australia’s 
endowment of critical minerals

Read here
Tivan's Submission to the Federal 
Government's Refresh of the Critical 
Minerals Strategy

Figure 20: In January Tivan defined a 'hierarchy of interests' to illustrate a prototype critical 
minerals processing company in Australia. 
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https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/making-the-most-of-australias-endowment-of-critical-minerals/
https://tivan.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/TIV-004-Submission-Document-5-FA-2.pdf


Tivan: Addressing Australia's hardest problem

Australia has a legislated target for Net Zero Emissions by 2050, but does 
not have a credible plan.

CSIRO* found in March 2023 that a 10 – 14x increase in storage for 
renewable energy is required by 2050: equivalent to adding Snowy 2.0 to the 
grid each and every year.

Commencing with Speewah, Tivan is building a durable pathway for long 
duration energy storage, based on resource, technology and community, and 
a scaleable sovereign capability.

Speewah / MASDP offers sufficient scale to dominate the global vanadium 
market, and to develop a pathway for financialisation of the commodity.

A stable, secure market in Vanadium has been the key impediment to 
Western adoption of VRFB.

*Source: CSIRO Renewable Energy Storage Roadmap
Refer to page 14 for context on shortfall charts shown on the right hand side.

Figure 22: NEM electricity storage, energy capacity: 2024 versus 2030

Figure 21: NEM electricity, power capacity: 2024 versus 2030

Notes: Electricity storage capacity estimates for 2024 are sourced from 
AEMO’s 2022 ISP. Terminology: NEM, national electricity market.
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https://www.csiro.au/en/news/News-releases/2023/CSIRO-roadmap-charts-major-role-for-storage-through-energy-transition


Tivan: VRFB commercial 
readiness

CSIRO's Renewable Energy Storage 
Roadmap reviews competing 
technologies for energy storage.

Lithium-ion batteries are a short duration 
energy storage technology, with 
environmental drawbacks and sovereign 
dependencies.

Pumped hydro faces technical challenges 
and a problematic use case in Snowy 2.0.

VRFB is the technology of choice for long 
duration energy storage.

Figure 23: Summary of energy storage technology maturity
*Source: CSIRO Renewable Energy Storage Roadmap
Refer to page 21 for context charts shown on the right hand side
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https://www.csiro.au/en/news/News-releases/2023/CSIRO-roadmap-charts-major-role-for-storage-through-energy-transition


Tivan: Addressing price and 
price volatility through scale

CSIRO's Renewable Energy Storage Roadmap 
highlights price as a key challenge for VRFB.

Tivan offers:

• Economies of scale
• Security of supply
• Financialisation pathway

By supporting an R/D cycle with select global 
technology partners, further efficiencies will be 
captured in VRFB relative to other storage 
solutions.

Figure 24: LCOS results, medium-duration storage (8-hour storage duration, 285 annual cycles)
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Tivan: Government priorities

Tivan is uniquely well placed to 
deliver on ten categories prioritized 
by the Federal government’s reset 
of the Critical Minerals Strategy.

Figure 25: Tivan's Speewah/MASDP project mapped against Federal government priorities and nominal maximum achieved.
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Tivan: Partners 26



Tivan: Board of Directors 27



Tivan: Technical Advisory Group 28
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Tivan: Corporate overview

Figure 26: TVN/ASX Closing Share Price & Volume
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Tivan: What's next? 31



Tivan: Appendix 1: Hard Rock Vanadium Peer Comparison

Read here ASX Announcement dated 20th February 2023For live links:
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HGgeohIGECRZvin2C-LsG4zEgRsJQN6I/view


Disclaimer: Reliance

Reliance and Forward Looking Statements

In all cases, this presentation is provided on the basis that the recipient will conduct their own investigation and analysis of the information set forth in this presentation 
independently and without reliance on Tivan Limited or any of its respective affiliates, agents and advisors. While reasonable care has been taken in preparing this information, 
and while all information provided in this presentation has been provided in good faith and has been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, Tivan Limited has not 
in any way verified or audited the information in this presentation. The information in this presentation has not been independently verified and information from outside sources 
referred to in this presentation has not been verified by Tivan Limited or their representatives. Accordingly, Tivan Limited or its respective related bodies corporate, affiliates 
directors, officers, employees and associates make no representation, guarantee or warranty, whether express or implied, that the information contained in this presentation has 
been audited or independently verified, or is complete, accurate or reliable, accepts no responsibility arising in anyway (including by reason of negligence) for errors or omissions, 
and assume no liability in respect of the authenticity, origin, validity, completeness, reasonableness or accuracy of, or for any errors in or omissions from, the information, 
statements, opinions and comments contained herein.

This presentation may contain certain ‘forward looking statements’ which may not have been based solely on historical facts, but rather may be based on Tivan Limited’s current 
expectations about future events and results. The words "expect", "anticipate", "estimate", "intend", "believe", "guidance", "should", "could", "may", "will", "predict", 
"plan" and other similar expressions may identify forward-looking statements.

Forward-looking statements contained in this announcement include, but are not limited to: the strengths, characteristics and potential of Tivan Limited and discussion of future 
plans, projects and objectives. Where Tivan Limited expresses or implies an expectation or belief as to future events or results, such expectation or belief is expressed in good 
faith and believed to have a reasonable basis. However, forward looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other factors which are beyond the 
control of Tivan Limited, which could cause actual results to differ materially from future results expressed, projected, or implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks 
include, but are not limited to third party actions, metals price volatility, currency fluctuations and variances in exploration results or other factors, as well as political and 
operational risks, and governmental regulation and judicial outcomes. For a more detailed discussion of such risks and other factors, see Tivan Limited’s Annual Reports, as well 
as Tivan Limited’s other releases.

Forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied on as an indication or guarantee of future performance.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, prospects, returns or 
statements in relation to future matters contained in this announcement. Actual results, performance or achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied in 
such statements and any projections and assumptions on which these statements are based. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements 
and, except as required by law, Tivan Limited, its directors, officers, agents, employees and advisers do not undertake any obligation to release publicly any update or revision to 
any ‘forward looking statement’ to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this announcement, or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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The information in this presentation related to the Speewah Mineral Resource estimate is extracted from an ASX announcement of King River Resources Limited (ASX: KRR) entitled 
“Vanadium Resource Amendment” dated 1 April 2019 and is available to view on www.kingriverresources.com.au and www.asx.com.au. The Company confirms that it is not aware of 
any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the original announcement, and, in the case of estimates of Mineral Resources, that all material 
assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed. The Company confirms that the 
form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified from the original market announcement.

The information in the KRR ASX announcement “Vanadium Resource Amendment” dated 1 April 2019 on pages 1 to 4 is based on information compiled by Ken Rogers (BSc Hons) 
and fairly represents this information. Mr. Rogers is the Chief Geologist and an employee of King River Resources Ltd, and a Member of both the Australian Institute of Geoscientists 
(AIG) and The Institute of Materials Minerals and Mining (IMMM), and a Chartered Engineer of the IMMM. Mr. Rogers has sufficient experience of relevance to the styles of 
mineralisation and the types of deposits under consideration, and to the activities undertaken, to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the Joint Ore 
Reserves Committee (JORC) Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr. Rogers consents to the inclusion of the information in 
the KRR announcement “Vanadium Resource Amendment” dated 1 April 2019 on pages 1 to 4 of the matters based on information in the form and context in which it appears.

For more details regarding the reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Resources during an acquisition see ASX JORC FAQ 37, linked here.

Disclaimer: Competent Person 34

http://www.kingriverresources.com.au/
http://www.asx.com.au/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v8kaHeV7_S02TQmgU_mkpIavid0Xw_W2/view



